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Unsought Encounters 

H A N S W A L T E R G A B L E R 

N G L O - A M E R I C A N T E X T U A L C R I T I C I S M and editing has 

A 7 ^ m t ' i e I 9 8 o s ^ e c n s u b J e c t e d t o some insistent theoretical 
r \ )^« probing. This is a new and unaccustomed situation for 

an empirical discipline. Since securing its foundations in 
J & t ^ C ^ J w i i bibliography, it had developed with great assurance a 

methodology derived from the paradigm of the trans
mission of Shakespeare's texts. Focused on the copytext pragmatics of 
W. W. Greg and the establishment of eclectic critical texts under the 
ultimate arbitration of author's final intentions, it was the methodology 
available when editorial interests moved into other areas. Textual situa
tions encountered for authors and works in the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries did not prove this received methodology to be universally appli
cable. The widely recognized current crisis in Anglo-American textual 
criticism also stems from the failure of many textual critics to grapple with 
recent developments in literary theory. Structuralism, deconstruction, 
psychologism, text theory, and New Historicism have successively and 
together superseded die New Criticism. Anglo-American editors, how
ever, have in general resisted employing these new approaches to question 
and modify the theoretical foundations and empirical procedures of mod
ern textual criticism. While a small number of textual critics have chal
lenged some of the tradition's basic assumptions, their work is in a curious 
way lagging behind the conceptualizations of "text," "authorization," 
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"version," and "textual dynamics" found in German editorial scholarship 
and the French critical discipline of critiquegénétique. A critical reading of 
recent controversial books on textual criticism by Jerome J. McGann, 
Hershel Parker, and Peter Shillingsburg in light of such conceptualiza
tions, while they have availed themselves of the above-mentioned theoret
ical developments, suggests that the Anglo-American editorial debate 
stands to profit from as yet unsought encounters with its continental 
counterpart. 

The application of Greg's "Rationale of Copy-Text" to the texts of 
nineteenth-century American authors elicited fierce, yet on the whole 
unfocused, polemics. These responses and reactions gave way to the more 
careful competence of Jerome McGann's Critique of Modern Textual Criti
cism (1983). H e analyzes the elevation of a rule of procedure, Greg's 
rationale, to a theory of editing. The unquestioning assumption of an 
editor's obligation to fulfill the author's intentions he sees as ideologically 
rooted, ultimately, in a concept of the autonomy of the creative artist (40-
42). Against this, he assumes an alternative ideological stance in empha
sizing—as James Thorpe had unideologically done before him—the so
cial forces that contribute to shaping a literary text in production. He 
convincingly argues that these are important for textual criticism. Their 
recognition helps to define the specific historicity of literary works and 
texts. The consideration of such historicity, in turn, advances a discussion 
of the textual-critical concept of the "version" to the extent of accounting 
for the outward, i.e., the socio-historical, determinants of versions. In 
another respect, McGann's emphasis on the social, and therefore inelucta-
bly collaborative, shaping of texts as books suggests a need to reassess the 
conventional editorial treatment of textual variants that result in the 
process of such shaping. At the same time, McGann gives little thought to 
their relative marginality in relation to the comprehensive range of vari
ance characteristically encountered in the composition and production of 
a literary work as a whole. Conceptually, he faces the full complexity 
neither of "version" nor of "variance." If his Critique thus sidesteps, or 
wholly ignores, central text-critical issues, the reason would seem to be 
that it also neither radically questions copytext editing as a principle nor 
attacks the notion of "text" in relation to current theories of literature and 
theories of text to the length that our present-day consciousness of theory 
would seem to require. 

In advance by some twenty years, the German-speaking countries have 
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since the 1950s seen an indigenous discussion of theories and principles of 
textual criticism and critical editing. Even though there may be some truth 
in the self-criticism that (perhaps by a typically Teutonic failure) the 
intensive debate for a time prevented rather than furthered the realization 
of critical editions, most i f its issues, if not all of its propositions, would 
seem relevant in the Anglo-American crisis. As it is, the Anglo-American 
debate has on its own terms in many cases hardly begun to discern pivotal 
problem areas. O f these, the most central one is that of the concept of 
"text" itself 

When Jerome McGann endeavors to dissociate the guiding principle of 
fulfilling the author's intentions from W. W. Greg's proposals for copytext 
editing, he attempts to revert to, but does not question the validity of, 
their original pragmatism. He concedes an applicability of copytext edit
ing procedures in principle and does not submit the concept of text that 
implicitly underlies diem to his critique, neither in general nor in relation 
to the textual situations for which these procedures were specifically 
devised. In "Struktur and Genese in der Editorik. Zur germanistischen 
und aiiglistischen Editionsforschung" (1975), Hans Zeller puts the theo
retical objections to copytext editing most succinctly. The copytext editor 
in his avowed eclectic procedures acts in die manner of the medieval 
scribe, conflating, or "contaminating," textual versions of a work. More
over, his notion of text is one unreflectedly inherited from editors of 
classical texts. He perceives variants only in their stemmatological rela
tions forwards and backwards and assumes that such was also the author's 
perception. The critical text for him results merely from a sum of textual 
elements individually exchangeable and does not take their functional 
relationships into account. The sum of variants of the states of a work 
appears to him as the variants of a single text (114-15). 

Zeller's objections are carefully aimed. They concern specifically the 
treatment in copytext editing of the order of variance that holds true 
interest for present-day German textual criticism and editing: namely, the 
variance of authorial composition and revision. Their unaccustomed per
spective also helps to recognize the extent to which it is not audiorial 
variance, but transmissional variance, that stands at the center of attention 
in the Anglo-American practice of the disciplines. Culminating in the 
sophistications of bibliography, the main thrust of their methodology is 
directed toward detecting, analyzing, and undoing transmissional corrup
tion. Eclectic editing according to the author's final intentions, carried out 
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as the grafting of later revisions onto the chosen copytext, is then simply 
patterned on the received model of emending textual error. This is how 
the perception of variants in their stemmatological relations and of a text 
in progression as an additive series of readings, a sum of variants, has 
come to be upheld. While McGann's main concern in his Critique is with 
variance resulting from social collaboration, his call is thus for their 
inclusion rather than subtraction from the critically edited text. His argu
ment revealingly links variants of production to Greg's type of the "indif
ferent variant" (113- 15). Since they are capable of rescuing categorizable 
readings from the illegitimacy of error into the realm of legitimate text, 
the attitudes to text and the routines of procedure of copytext editing 
appear here expressly called upon to serve McGann's ulterior theoretical 
and critical objectives. Text-critically speaking, his frame of reference 
remains the text considered as the sum of its variants. 

A textual error—a mistake in authorial inscription, a corruption in 
transmission—signals its "illegitimacy" by its apparent lack of a systematic 
or structural relation to the text in which it occurs. That it stands out 
unsystematically and as a fault in the structure are conditions upon which 
error-oriented textual criticism depends. To emend a textual error means 
to restore the system and heal the structure—and it is editors alone who 
confront texts to be emended. Although incidentally correcting or emend
ing, authors, by contrast, have before them texts they are writing or wish 
to revise. These are not corrupt texts. If they are deemed imperfect— 
calling for rewriting or revision—the imperfection is not material, not on 
the level of the signs on paper (save for the incidental inscriptional flaw or 
misprint in need of emendation or correction). Rather the imperfection is 
conceptual and compositional, on the level of thought and imagination 
and their articulation in language. In shaping and reshaping language and 
thereby creating the total linguistic performance that constitutes a work 
through all its stages of composition and revision, authors bring forth 
texts upon texts. By way of generating and inscribing variants, they manip
ulate linguistic structures, be it the incipient structures of the work in 
composition or the temporarily stabilized structures of completed drafts 
and published texts. The authorial variance, consequently, is always sys
tematic. Superseded and superseding readings each stand in a relational 
context, and every antecedent text, just as every succeeding text, is to be 
regarded as a structural system of language. If these texts are successive 
synchronic structures, the work as a whole appears diachronically struc-
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tured as a succession of such synchronic texts. Their invariance provides 
the structural base, while the variance indicates the relational complexity 
in time of the work's texts. In total contrast to textual error, authorial 
variance thus provides a twofold measure to the linguistic system of a work 
of literature, accentuating the contextual space of their texts and sounding 
the temporal depth of their writing. 

From such theorizing about text and variance, the objections on princi
ple to copytext editing ultimately derive, insofar as the copytext editing 
method—handling authorial variance formally like textual error—reaches 
out to establishing a critical text of the author's final intention eclectically 
from a succession of discrete author's texts. (The objections do not detract 
from the admiration of it as a method where it operates within the 
confines of its error-oriented origins.) The attitude toward "text" and 
"variance" which I have sketched is clearly structuralist in orientation. 
Given our present-day state of theoretical awareness in literary studies— 
an awareness the Anglo-American debate over textual criticism has hith
erto remained virtually untouched by—such an attitude betrays its age. 
The focus on authorial composition and revision in German textual crit
icism and editing set in with Friedrich Beissner's Hölderlin edition of the 
1940s. With it arose the perspective on the context relationship of variance 
and, more generally, a desire to define concepts of "text." Beissner's 
concept centered on organic growth toward unity and superior aesthetic 
integrity. Since the 1960s, it has given way to the structuralist concept 
mainly under the influence of the work on linguistics, poetics, and aes
thetics of the Prague structuralists. The first o f the major collections of 
original essays through which the German text-critical debate has been 
carried forward, Texte und Varianten (1971), edited by Hans Zeller and 
Gunter Martens, therefore significantly includes a contribution by 
Miroslav Cervenka, "Textologie und Scmiotik." Followers of the 
Thorpe/Gaskell/McGann line of thought that attributes ontological sig
nificance for the work to the "socializing" act of publication will be 
gratified to find that Cervenka's arguments similarly take their departure 
from the semiotics of the act of publication. Yet as these arguments 
proceed to considerations of the relationship of textual criticism (or 
"textology") to poetics, of diachrony and synchrony, and of the semiotics 
of the variant as well as of the linguistics and stylistics of variance, they 
reveal an attitude of exploring and questioning the fundamentals o f tex
tual criticism as yet beyond the ken of the Anglo-American debate. From 
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its underlying concepts of "text" and "variance," the German discussion 
has encouraged further endeavors to situate textual criticism in relation to 
main critical concerns—e.g., production and reception aesthetics—and 
to develop principles for establishing critical texts and formats for the 
apparatus presentation of variance by which editions may best serve such 
concerns. 1 

Beissner's concept of text, under which the contextual correlations of 
variance were perceived in terms of an organic growth, could and did 
easily coexist with an orientation in editorial procedure toward authorial 
intention similar to that still current in Anglo-American text-critical and 
editorial thought. Linked with a shift o f focus from author to text implied 
in the structuralist concept, the orientation toward intention has since 
been neutralized, or even abandoned, in German theorizing. With a view 
to the editorial realization of its system of principles, this has consequently 
led to an emphasis on the strict historicity of texts and their documenta
tion. Such an emphasis follows logically, in particular, from understand
ing die work as a diachronic succession of discrete texts. At the same time 
it signals a continued adherence to the notion of textual criticism as a 
branch of historical scholarship despite the latent ahistoric implications of 
structuralism. 

The Anglo-American discussion has recently seen its own turn, or 
return, to a mode of historicism in Hershel Parker's Flawed Texts and 
Verbal Icons (1984). From a critical point o f departure, and thus by a route 
different from McGann's, he too perceives in the premises of received 
textual criticism an allegiance to a notion of autonomy, the autonomy of 
New Criticism's "verbal icon," by conception an ahistoric text. Against 
this notion he urges the historicity of the author and of the creative 
process. With suggestive, i f on the whole unsustained, sidelights on the 
psychology of the creative process, he situates textual historicity bio-
graphically in the author and the conditions and circumstances of the acts 
of writing and revision. Assuming something like a one-to-one relation
ship of intention to words and of articulated language to meaning, Parker 
champions intention—linking it as he does not only to the words in
scribed but to the meaning they embody—far beyond the observance of 
intention in received textual criticism. He takes intention to be unequivo
cally written into the words and language of the original acts of composi
tion by the authority of the author, whence it can and must be elicited as 
meaning by evaluative acts o f interpretation in total deference to that 
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authority. While deploring the alleged critical affinities of the principles 
and practice of textual criticism he attacks, Parker appears thus at bottom 
not to have shed his own allegiance to the modes of interpretation and 
evaluation of New Criticism. He recognizes, it is true, writing as a pro
cess. Yet the acts of revision which the process involves tend to fall victim, 
as "flawed texts," to his evaluative grasp because he has so strongly 
privileged the original acts. 

In the final resort, texts—the text itself, as it were—recede under the 
heavy, and at the same time curiously biography-restricted, emphasis on 
the author and his intentions and meanings in Parker's mode of a histori-
cist approach to textual criticism. If an approach to textual criticism it is. 
Indeed, were it not for Parker's insistent and provocative engagement 
with current assumptions and practices in editing, one would not need to 
see his theses in the light of the ongoing text-critical debate. Foremost, his 
book is an essay in genetic criticism, a mode of criticism that, as the 
current French critique génétique demonstrates, may be profitably di
vorced, or kept apart, from text-critical and editorial concerns. It is clear, 
however, that the book is wholly unaware that the questions it empirically 
grapples with represent part—albeit but a fraction—of the problematics 
for which critique génétique was developing theories and a discourse 
during the very years that Parker's views were forming. 2 The essay nev
ertheless has the merit of blazoning the interdependence of textual and 
literary criticism. 

In the present attempts to redefine the coordinates for textual criticism, 
it is doubtless desirable, indeed essential, to reestablish its links with 
literary criticism. What must be doubted, however, is that the path laid 
out by Parker is viable. He either rejects or ignores too much of what 
literary criticism and linguistics and literary theory today believe to know 
about the ontology and structures, as well as of the potentials of meaning 
and significance, of texts and the literary artifacts both in production and 
reception. Again, the way in which Parker's issues have been dealt with in 
the German text-critical discussion of longer standing may be profitably 
looked at. 

German editorial commentary recognizes the critical activity of inter
pretation as relevant in two senses. Hans Zeller's position essay, "Befund 
und Deutung" (1971), addresses its text-critical and editorial relevance, 
subjecting the notion of an absolute objectivity in editing to a careful 
critique. Text-critical and editorial activity may begin from a given ("Be-
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fund"), but the moment it engages with that given, it enters upon inter
pretation ("Deutung"). It is only from admitting and accepting this basic 
implication of subjectivity that a critical edition can be organized and 
shaped to attain a controlled objectivity. From pronouncing an apparent 
home truth, Zeller penetrates to a systematic evaluation and coordination 
of the premises and practices of textual criticism and editing. He analyses 
the interpretative demand on the textual critic and editor arising from the 
textual documents, the author's wil l and intention, the conditions of 
textual authorization, the exigencies of transmission (e.g., how to define, 
localize and deal with "textual error"), and the social determinants of 
texts. The interpretative demands in every one of these areas make edi
torial judgment integral to a critical edition. Setting the conditions for its 
controlled objectivity by signaling both "Befund" and "Deutung," a criti
cal edition in turn calls upon the critical judgment of the reader as 
counterpart to the editor's. The inevitability of interpretation renders 
textual criticism and editing a hermeneutic discipline. 

In the second sense, interpretation—the reader's and the user's inter
pretation—engages with the critical edition to unlock the text. Gunter 
Martens focuses on this question in "Texterschliessung durch Edit ion" 
(1975), emphasizing the key function that critical editions have in their 
singular formating—established texts correlated to a multilevel system of 
apparatus—for critical interpretative discourse. Martens's argument is 
representative of the thorough revaluation that the apparatus of critical 
editions has experienced in German textual criticism and editing. The 
apparatus dimensions have been developed to carry the entire weight and 
complexity of the editor's understanding of his object, his or her critically 
subjective engagement with it, and the documentary as well as commu
nicative function in relation to it. The transformation into apparatus in 
particular of textual genesis and textual history has established the integral 
apparatus—displaying variance in context—as categorically opposed to 
the conventional apparatus isolating individual variants by lemmata. 

Martens takes a reception-oriented approach that at the same time is 
linked back to the semiotic perspective of the Prague structuralist aes
thetics. It is in the apparatus, and the interrelation of text and apparatus, 
that interpretation may localize the full range of material for a comprehen
sive critical discourse. The function of an edition is to mediate "on the one 
hand, the historic determinacy of the artifact and its object representa
tions, and on the other hand, the openness [indeterminacy] of the aes-
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thetic object" (Martens 90). The potential of critical editions in particular 
is to lay open and render penetrable the nature of aesthetic language. The 
deployment of language in literary creation may be conceived as a process 
of desemanticization where the language tokens lose their unequivocal 
representational character. In the apparatus presentation of the creative 
process, of textual genesis, the increased self-reflexivity of language in 
literary texts becomes tangible. 

In editions, works in their texts are laid out to be read in their dia-
chronic depth. This may lead to the recognition that the acts of reading 
made editorially possible for the critical edition's user (as for no reader of 
straight readings texts) repeat or reenact the author's acts of reading in the 
writing process that shaped the text under his pen. Henning Boetius 
develops this notion into a model for a cybernetically dynamic simul
taneity of production and reception, of writing and reading. Since the 
author in writing always, and near-simultaneously, is also the reader of the 
text in production, he may on the one hand still be regarded as the text's 
originator, guided by the idea of the text he wishes to produce. O n the 
other hand, the text itself becomes the originator of its own continued 
production, since it will progressively guide the author's linguistic selec
tions in writing. Not only reading acts, then, but in a sense also writing 
acts are acts o f interpretation, and a consideration of this fact may serve to 
widen the appreciation of the hermeneutic implications in scholarly edi
tions to be elicited in the critical discourse of the interpretation of litera
ture. 

From the vantage point of the theoretical considerations instanced by 
Zeller, Martens, and Boetius, it becomes obvious that Hershel Parker's 
empiric materials are amenable to a radically different understanding and 
critical treatment—even, and particularly, when genetically approached— 
from what Flawed Texts and Verbal Icons accords them. The strengths of the 
mode of historicism adumbrated in the German debate, too, become more 
clearly distinguishable. Its epicenter lies in the concept of the version. O n 
the one hand, the version is defined by extrinsic historical determinants: 
versions are the finished draft or the published text with all the social 
ramifications of collaborative or contemporary reception (the German 
stock example is Goethe's Die Leiden des jungen Werthers which in its time, 
by the suicide it narrates, provoked a wave of suicides) or the radical 
postpublication revision (e.g., Wordsworth's second Prelude). The extrin
sic definitional criteria are echoed both by McGann in his Critique (101) 
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and Peter Shillingsburg in Scholarly Editing in the Computer Age (1986). 
The latter gives these criteria an extra twist by linking them to intention 
and ideality (47 IT., 51 ff.). O n the other hand, the version is intrinsically 
definable in relation to textual variance. This is the criterion that orders the 
successive synchronic textual states within the diachrony of the work. 
Shillingsburg marginally touches upon the intrinsic differentiation of ver
sions, yet neither McGann nor he seriously pursues the concept of the 
version much beyond the question of which version to select as the reading 
text of an edition. This is a question purely of editorial pragmatics. It may 
become problematic when the editing rationale is both dominantly single-
text-centered and intention-oriented. Without such orientation, the issue 
is text-critically moot and may be settled at the editor's critical discretion 
and in consideration of the general interest in the edited work the edition 
expects to be catering to. 

The specific text-critical relevance of the concept of the version lies in its 
intrinsic determinants. From a strict structuralist understanding of "text," 
Hans Zeller, as is well known, has gone in " A New Approach to the 
Critical Constitution of Literary Texts" (1975) to the extreme of declaring 
a single variant sufficient to differentiate versions, since by a single variant 
a text attains a new system of structural interrelationship of its elements 
(241). For all its editorial impracticability, this is a sound enough theoret
ical proposition. From Anglo-American respondents, it has sensibly en
countered empirical objections. 3 In German editorial theory, one may say 
that it has been balanced from within the system. It is tempting to 
recognize in the one-variant determination of the version a last foothold 
of a notion of the static, or stable, text. By logical application of the 
definition, the diachrony of the work is divided into a virtually endless 
series of discrete texts, each of them stable as a synchronic structure. The 
integral apparatus then in a sense cuts across this unwiedly abstraction, 
functionalized as it is to transform editorially a virtual series of stabilities 
into a presentation of the dynamics of a genetic process as textual prog
ress. By force of the close interrelation of text and apparatus, the basic 
concept of the version is not jeopardized. While dynamically correlated in 
the apparatus presentation, the intrinsic criteria that mark the versions 
remain transparent as the variance representing the acts of writing whose 
history resides in the documents of composition and revision. Moreover, 
the version selected as a given edition's reading text additionally accentu
ates that history. 
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Such a concept of the version is distinctively text-related. Its historicity 
resides less in the author than in the text. Wi th a view to Parker's conten
tions, such a concept does not view the text as a function of the author's 
biography. Rather the author and his biography are regarded as functions 
of the text. The basis for such a reversal of the commonsense perspective 
lies in the structuralist concept of the text. From it, a notion of the 
autonomy of the text may be freshly entertained as residing not in the 
realm of meaning and significance, or even of language positivistically 
conceived as a sum of readings and variants, but as arising from the 
dynamic reciprocity of writing and reading and hence to be defined as a 
semiotic autonomy of indeterminate potential. 4 

At this point in our survey, we can see that the notions in the German 
text-critical debate of text, interpretation, apparatus, and version interre
late and contribute to what may be called a "textual orientation in edit
ing." We form the phrase by analogy to Peter Shillingsburg's key state
ment for the organization of his argument in Scholarly Editing in the 
ComputerAge: "The authorial orientation in editing has been for thirty or 
more years the dominant one in American scholarly editing" (31). Alone 
among the recent contributors to the Anglo-American controversies, 
Shillingsburg endeavors to systematize the terms and concepts relevant to 
textual criticism and editing. Unsurprisingly, in view of the approach he 
rethinks, the book's "Theory" section mainly sets out the conditions for 
arriving at an author-oriented text. Reflections on the apparatus, by 
contrast, remain a matter of "Practice." Predictably, too, the problem 
areas of "Authority" and "Intention" loom large as problem areas in his 
discussion. At their logical intersection we may observe intriguing ripples 
in the argument. It shows in the introduction of the notion of the 
"authenticated text" as the editorial result of observing authorial authority 
and intention and in a sense of the insufficiency of the "authenticated text" 
as an exclusive editorial goal in view of compositional and revisionai 
variance (40-43)- With an awareness of the German text-critical discus
sion, one recognizes that Shillingsburg is here on the brink of a consider
ation not only of the practical but also of the logical status of the apparatus 
in an edition. He also seems ready to consider the text-critical and edi
torial implications of an exploration of the genetic process in the specific
ity of the acts of writing. 

A particular strength of Shillingsburg's book lies in the theory sections 
"Forms" and "Expectation." Options of editorial orientation are identi
fied in the one, and their consequences outlined in the other. Together, 
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these chapters show how theories and principles of textual criticism as 
well as rationales and procedures o f editing both derive from and influ
ence the editor's medial position between authors and texts, on the one 
hand, and users and readers of editions, on the other. In light of our 
present endeavor to sketch out the contrast between the Anglo-American 
and the German text-critical approaches, we may take a step further and 
say that, given a shift in the dominant orientation—the authorial orienta
tion here, the textual orientation there—distinct differences follow, for 
the definition, weighting, and correlation of what, by name, appears to be 
a largely identical series of theoretical and practical terms and issues. 

This applies with some force to the notions of intention and authority. 
Problematical under the authorial orientation, they become marginalized 
under the textual one. Early in the German discussion, intention was 
discredited by its association with what was called Intuitionsphilologie, the 
type of subjective, even divinatory, editorial approach that in Germany, 
owing to the absence of a methodological control movement like that of 
harnessing bibliography to text-critical ends, persisted far longer than in 
England and America. In "Befund und Deutung," Zeller rejects the intu
itional approach, and its authorial orientation and invocation of inten
tion. Zeller's subsequent encounter in " A New Approach to the Critical 
Constitution of Literary Texts" with the principles of copytext editing in 
general, and a close reading of the controversies around the C E A A Haw
thorne and Crane editions in particular, reinforces that rejection. The 
complexities of definition that characterize the Anglo-American intention 
debate, as well as the contradictory editorial results under the auspices of 
authorial intention, lead him to the conclusion that "intention" is unsuit
able as a text-critical and editorial guiding principle. 

Taking pride of place instead as the editorial guiding principle in the 
German conceptual system is the notion of "authorization." By its nature 
it is a concept from which the author cannot be eliminated; yet by the way 
it is defined it does not admit to the full his authority over the text. (Hence 
it implicidy allows from the outset for the collaborative and social factors 
in text production that have been so bothersome in the intention debate). 
Under the overall historical and textual orientation of the German ap
proach, "authorization" is peculiarly document-related. Its definition is a 
purely formal one, which is considered an advantage. A manuscript or 
typescript is regarded as authorized i f the author has written it, has 
participated in its production or has demonstrably ordered it to be pro
duced. A printing is regarded as authorized if the author has requested or 
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sanctioned it and if, moreover, he has provided copy, taken influence on 
its production, contributed his own revisions, or has requested it to be 
revised. By deliberate extension of the definition, as Zeller argues in 
"Struktur and Genese in der Editorik," the authorized document fur
nishes the editor with an authorized text version (118). 

The authorized text version, then, is what the editor under the system 
must present with historical faithfulness and with emendation only of 
induitable textual errors. This begs the question of the textual error. The 
attempts to define it have been deliberately narrow. A textual critic trained 
in bibliography and empirically aware of the vagaries of textual transmis
sion will balk, in particular, at Zeller's restricted conception of textual 
error in "Struktur und Genese in der Editorik": in a linear series of 
authorized documents/texts, errors definable as such in one document/ 
text but untouched by correction in a subsequent act of document/text 
authorization must no longer be regarded as errors (120-21). If this is 
logical, it is nevertheless insistently contradicted by common sense and 
experience.5 The logical fault appears to lie in the premise of equating 
document and text under the notion of authorization, and a concept of 
the authority of the text as distinct from that of the authorization of the 
document would seem to be called for. 

To develop a broader definition of textual error, German theory would 
stand to profit from closer encounters with Anglo-American text-critical 
thinking. Initial steps in this direction have been taken. For its part, 
Anglo-American editors would gain an added orientation by confronting 
continental editorial scholarship. Such contact might, for example, mod
ify the school of Greg's hitherto almost exclusive focus on the empiric and 
theoretical problems surrounding the text. For the discipline of textual 
criticism and editing, it is no less important to reflect on the nature and 
potential of conceptions and designs of the apparatus. In certain respects, 
apparatus and apparatus forms may, in editing, claim functional prece
dence over text. The encounters of Anglo-American textual criticism with 
theories and methodologies outside its school, however, have as yet 
remained unsought. 

Notes 

1. The focal essay is Gunter Martens, "Texterschliessung durch Edition." 
2. A comprehensive survey of the aims and methods of critique génétique is 
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P. M . de Biasi's "Vers une science de la littérature. L'analyse des manuscrits et la 
genèse de Poeuvre 

3. See, e.g., G. Thomas Tanselle's "The Editorial Problem of Final Authorial 
Intention," esp. 197. 

4. Jerome McGann has perceptively explored the critical potential of an edition 
which, as it happens, represents an attempt to wed Anglo-American and German 
text-critical thought and editorial procedure. In "'Ulysses' as a Post-Modern 
Text," he recognizes that the notional indeterminacy of texts according to de-
constructionist theory is yet determinate within the textual materiality of scholarly 
editions. 

5. Hans Zeller has recendy reviewed the state of the art in German text-critical 
theory and editorial methodology in "Fünfzig Jahre neugermanistischer Edition." 
Among future requirements he mentions the need for further reflection on the 
concept of textual error. 
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